	
  

Encompass Visual Data Representation Accuracy Statement:
The Encompass platform presents data as searched for and purchased by the Encompass
User from third party data sources available in the United Kingdom, including (but not
limited to) Companies House, Land Registry and Creditsafe.
The data is delivered to Encompass direct from source suppliers. Encompass capabilities
are limited to delivering two formats of data, PDF reports and Data Visualisation elements.
PDF Reports are received from data providers or created by Encompass.
PDF Reports received from data providers are unchanged by Encompass. They are
provided in the prescribed format and meet all regulatory or legislative requirements
where appropriate. Encompass does not alter or change any source PDF reports
received.
PDF Reports created by Encompass incorporate the data received from third parties into
intelligent, informative reports. Data is not changed or interpreted by Encompass and is
reliant on the data provided by the appropriate third parties.
Data Visualisation elements are created using the exact data received from third party
data providers. Encompass relies on this data to be provided accurately without error.
Encompass will continue to ensure that the quality and consistency of the data provided is
of the highest standard and reliability.
Encompass constructs the visualisation to rationalise the picture by identifying relationships
through a criteria of "matching" and "merging" common entities for people, organisations
and locations.
Encompass's matching and automatic merge operation conforms to strict matching rules
determined to achieve the highest level of accuracy. The matching and merging is
performed only on data contained within the searches of a given workspace.
Encompass provides a secondary level of "suggested" matching whereby a specific icon
indicator is provided to alert the user that the match is possible only.
For more information please read our End User License Agreement (EULA).
visit: www.encompasscorporation.com.
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